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Background
In this post, we (a) update the graph on a Bank’s cost of carry for municipal
variable rate loans, (b) develop a methodology showing potential tax equivalent
yields (TEQ) on municipal loans and (c) compare the loan and LOC returns.
Bank Cost of Carry Update
Figure 1 below is an updated version of our last post 1 illustrating how rising
interest rates are decreasing the positive carry on variable rate bank loans (aka:
Bank Cash Funding Margin). The primary variables being 1 month LIBOR, the 72% tax-exempt rate adjustment and
the 0.40% credit spread.
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Figure 1 - Bank Loan Economics
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CFM= ((1MLIBOR*72%) +CS)-1MLIBOR, Credit Spread (CS) =0.40%

Loan TEQ Methodology
We assume that a bank can choose to extend variable rate credit either by a tax-exempt LIBOR-based loan or by
supporting a SIFMA-based VRDO with either a letter of credit (LOC) or liquidity facility. For the loan we gross up
the Bank Fee (tax exempt rate + credit spread) by 1-tax rate to have a tax equivalent rate comparable to the LOC
Fee.
Under recent bank regulations (ie : Basel III) , unfunded contingent liabilities
such as LOCs are required to have liquid assets held against the potential for
drawing. The most significant regulation is the liquidity coverage ratio (LCR).
Under the LCR, the liquid asset hold is 30% of the notional amount of the
LOC. As a proxy for the LCR cost, (assuming a five year term) we use the

1 Is the Tide Changing in the Municipal Variable Rate Market?

negative carry between the five year US Treasury and a 5 year LIBOR borrowing on 30% of the LOC. For
simplicity’s sake we maintain the UST and LIBOR spread as a constant. Figure 2 illustrates the 0.10% cost of
liquidity.
Results
The matrix in Figure 3 below demonstrates under rising interest rate and falling tax rate scenarios (a) the bank cash
funding margin and (b) tax equivalent returns for muni loans and LOCs .

Figure 3 – Loan vs. LOC Returns

Tax Equivalent Yield (TEQ)=Bank Fee/(1-tax rate)

Summary
In speaking with bankers, we find no clear determination as to an industry perspective on the appetite for transactions
with negative cash carry but a TEQ greater than a LOC. However, one participant noted that on a portfolio basis this
dichotomy is understood but it’s getting harder to stomach on an individual customer basis. It is interesting to note
that prior to the ultra-low rates in 2008, banks were not large providers of municipal variable rate loans with the
current tax structure. We are curious if something has changed that would induce banks to act differently as rates
rise assuming no change in tax rates.
Each bank has its own perspective as to which profitability and risk metrics it desires to optimize. Such variables
include fee income, interest income, revenue, ROE. Balancing these variables is typically a dynamic process
requiring a response to changing pressures on a bank’s capital, liquidity, leverage etc.
Should the Fed continue its current rate hike trajectory and the corporate tax rate fall to 15%, loan rates will be
squarely in the red zone. In that scenario, for municipal loans to remain competitive to LOCs (strictly on a bank
return basis), loan rates would need to increase to equal the negative delta between the two products. Bank loans (as
with most products) have a yield equivalency clause. Such a clause could be utilized by banks to increase an existing
loan margin due to a decrease in tax rates.
Visit ClarityBidRate for latest innovation in variable rate pricing.
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At a glance, Figure 4 demonstrates at what interest and tax
rates a loan compares with a LOC in terms of cost of carry
and tax equivalent yield.
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Arbor Research & Trading, Inc. (“Arbor”) is an institutional research and brokerage firm that produces innovative
research across a broad range of global fixed-income, equity, currency, and commodity markets. In addition,
Arbor's trading desk provides comprehensive issue discovery and high quality execution in the fixed income and
currency markets. Unencumbered by the biases of holding positions or underwriting securities, Arbor offers
objective viewpoints and intelligent solutions for portfolio managers and traders world-wide through a proprietary
menu of independent and innovative research products designed to work in conjunction with clients and their
systems. Founded in 1988, Arbor has a long history of delivering innovative, technology-based products to many of
the largest and most influential financial institutions world-wide. As the landscape of global financial markets has
changed, Arbor has adhered to its mission, providing clients with timely analysis, objective opinion and first-class
execution.
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Disclaimer
This communication is for informational purposes only. This is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell
any instrument or security. This document contains certain forward-looking statements and projections. Such
statements and projections are subject to a number of assumptions, risks and uncertainties which may cause
actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements and projections. Prospective investors
are cautioned not to invest based on these forward-looking statements and projections. Certain information
contained herein has been supplied to Arbor by third parties. While Arbor believes such sources are reliable, it
cannot guarantee the accuracy of any such information and does not represent that such information is accurate
or complete.
THIS MATERIAL IS FOR YOUR PRIVATE INFORMATION, AND WE ARE NOT SOLICITING ANY ACTION
BASED UPON IT. THIS MATERIAL SHOULD NOT BE REDISTRIBUTED OR REPLICATED IN ANY FORM
WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF CLARITY BIDRATE TRADING SYSTEM. THE MATERIAL IS BASED UPON
INFORMATION THAT WE CONSIDER RELIABLE, BUT WE DO NOT REPRESENT THAT IT IS ACCURATE OR
COMPLETE, AND IT SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON AS SUCH

